
Health Technology Assessment (HTA) framework to evaluate a
novel rigid bio-containment system (Billy-Cab) integrated
with the stretcher support, for ambulance transport of
contagious patients.
Results:
We applied the EUnetHTA core model to conduct an HTA
report of Billy-Cab. A multi-disciplinary working group was
established. We assessed available biocontainment under the
nine dimensions of the EUnetHTA core model. We derived
and pooled: 1) original data derived from clinical practice, 2)
secondary data derived from systematic reviews of the
literature, conducted according to the PRISMA guidelines, 3)
original data derived from validated questionnaires, 4)
economic original data.
Conclusions:
Preliminary data allow to conclude selected biocontainment
systems are effective in ensuring infection control during
ambulance transport, with manageable organizational impact.
In addition, the use biocontainment systems positively
influence healthcare professionals’ attitudes and performances.
The HTA methodology offers substantial support to evaluate
the introduction of innovative technologies during health
emergencies and beyond.
Key messages:
� Selected biocontainment systems are effective in ensuring

infection control during ambulance transport.
� HTA is to be applied to evaluate the introduction of

innovative technologies during health emergencies and
beyond.
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Background:
The spread of SARS-CoV-2 required virtually all governments
to employ non-pharmaceutical infection containment mea-
sures such as quarantine and generalised lockdowns. Several
authors raised warnings about potential negative changes in
alcohol-related behaviours due to the lockdowns. The objective
of the present systematic review was to summarise available
evidence on trends of alcohol consumption temporally
associated with COVID-19 lockdowns.
Methods:
We performed a systematic review in PubMed, Scopus, Web of
Science and EMBASE, using the search terms ‘coronavirus’,
with either ‘alcohol drinking’, ‘alcoholism’, ‘alcoholic bev-
erages’, and ‘alcohol intoxication’. Studies were included if
they evaluated the change in alcohol consumption prevalence
or frequency both before and during the lockdowns, or if they
assessed changes in alcohol use retrospectively. The outcomes
were changes in prevalence of alcohol consumption, or in its
frequency.
Results:
A total of 128 records were retrieved, and 24 studies met
eligibility criteria. Most samples were drawn from either the
general population (e.g. social media users), university
students, or regular drinkers. The outcomes measurements
varied widely, and multiple scales were also used for the
assessment of harmful alcohol use. The majority of the studies
found that alcohol consumption prevalence increased during
lockdowns (e.g. +25.7% in UK). Also, increased frequencies
were reported by 14.0% in Poland and 32.1% in China. Finally,
one study from Australia observed no overall changes, while
one from Cyprus reported decreased alcohol consumption
frequency.

Conclusions:
Understanding the impact of lockdowns on alcohol consump-
tion is essential for countering possible increases in harmful
use, and a consensus should be reached for performing
standardised and comparable assessments.
Key messages:
� Alcohol consumption increased in many countries during

the COVID-19 lockdowns, with local variations.
� Assessments used a great variety of outcomes, hindering a

comprehensive assessment of this phenomena.
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Background:
Inside the COVID19 pandemic, health personnel have
modified their daily way of working, for which they have
been exposed to greater risks that could facilitate the presence
of burnout in them.
Objective:
To determine the association of health professionals with
burnout syndrome in Boca del Rio, Mexico.
Methods:
This study was observational, cross-sectional, prospective, and
analytical, during the period February-April 2021. Subjects
residing from Boca del Rio, Mexico, older than 18 years with a
formal job, were included. To measure the Burnout Syndrome,
the MBI (Maslach Burnout Inventory) questionnaire was used,
which measures emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and
personal fulfillment. A non-probability sampling was carried
out.
Results:
240 subjects were included, 113 (54.6%) men, 110 (45.8%)
married and 117 (48.75%) from the health area. The general
prevalence of burnout was 10%. The factors associated with
Burnout were being a professional with an OR of 8.68 (95% CI
2.53-30.21), as well as the male sex who registered an OR of
2.63 (95% CI 1.08-6.44), both with p values <0.05. The work
seniority resulted with values of p > 0.05. Being health
personnel, registered OR of 31.7 (CI95% 14.2-73.2) for
emotional exhaustion at high level, OR of 11.8 (CI95% 6.15-
23.4) for depersonalization at high level and OR of 0.3 (CI 95%
0.2-0.5) for personal fulfillment at a high level, all of the above
with a value of p < 0.05
Conclusions:
being a health worker during the COVID19 pandemic
increases the probability of suffering from burnout
Key messages:
� Being a health worker during the COVID19 pandemic

increases the probability of suffering from burnout.
� Being a health person increases emotional fatigue, deperso-

nalization and reduces forgiving fulfillment.
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Background:
During the SARS-COV 2 pandemic, Mexico has dealt with
different manifestations unrelated to the information that is
disseminated in different media based on scientific evidence,
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